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ABSTRACT

In this paper, I presented the development experience on the alarm processing and fault
diagnosis which has been achieved from early 1988 to late 1995. The scope covered is the
prototype stage, the development stage of on-line operator-aid system, and an intelligent
human-machine interface system.

In the second part, I proposed a new method(APEXS) of multi-alarm processing to select the
causal alarm(s) among occurred alarms by using the time information of each occurred alarm
and alarm tree knowledge and the corresponding diagnosis method based on the selected causal
alarm(s) by using the prescribed qualitative model. With more knowledge base about the plant
and some modification suitable for real environment, APEXS will be able to adapt to a real
steam power plant.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, the need for an efficient alarm processing and fault diagnosis in power systems is
continuously increasing as high quality electricity is demanded. An alarm represents an
abnormal state of a power plant and can e an essential information for identifying malfunctioned
states of the power plant. Note that, because of the physical function relationship among
subsystems in a whole plant, multiple alarms may be fired simultaneously and consecutively[l].
In the situation of the multiple alarms, the operators should make a mental process to find out the
causal alarm(s) and take some speedy managerial counter-action. Multiple alarms an overwhelm
the operators in inferencing and decision making due to heavy cognitive requirements. It is also
known[7] that about 40% to 50% of the shut-downs of a nuclear power plant are attributed to
operator errors, some of which are caused by the huge volume of information presented to an
operator.

Much work has been done for processing abrupt alarms[l-8]. In describing the knowledge of the
functional and causal relationships between alarms and the plant structures, various modes were
proposed including decision tables, alarm trees[15], fault trees[9], cause-consequence trees[l,4],
alarm transition tables and alarm allocation models[8]. As for decision-making, methods such as
pattern matching[5], prioritization rules[6], search algorithm[l,4,6], and alarm grouping
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according to the plant modes[l,6] have been used to achieve alarm reduction and find the cause
of malfunction.

Naito and Ohtsuka[8] developed an alarm processing system using alarm allocation models
which are constructed by human expertise. Domenico et al.[6] developed an alarm processing
system using model-based reasoning and object-oriented techniques. And Cheon et al.[l]
proposed a prototype of an expert system for alarm processing and diagnosis. They performed
alarm processing using priority grading of the plant-wide global alarms as well as the system-
wide local alarms and alarm processing knowledge units which consist of cause-consequence
alarm trees. Also, Cheon and Chang [3] & Chung et al[16] proposed a pattern matching method
using neural networks for identifying the causal alarm(s) and the fault origin.

Chang et al. presented an on-line operator aid system (OASYS). In this paper, the OASYS is
discussed by focusing attention on the importance of the operator's role for nuclear power plants
(NPPs). The OASYS has been developed to support the operator's decision-making process and
to enhance the safety of NPPs by providing operators with timely and proper guidelines
according to a plant operation mode[17]. In 1996, Choi et al. also proposed a development
strategies of the next generation man-machine interface for the nuclear power plant[18].

In many previous methods for alarm filtering, one of the major issues of concern is about "which
alarms are fired ?", but sincere consideration is not made on "when are the alarms fired ?", or
"what are the sequence of occurred alarms ?"[ 1,4,6]. Hence these conventional methods may not
respond appropriately to the alarm network(or loop) problems or to the situation in which
multiple alarms are fired irregularly due to some faults. In this paper, we could solve these
problems using the fired time information of the multiple alarms and through alarm tree analysis.

Many algorithms on fault diagnosis have been proposed in [9,10,12]. Most of them are
concerned with small part of huge plants, which are not applicable to large scale systems. Also it
is very difficult to analyze the dynamics of each subsystem due to its physical complexity. So,
we propose a fault diagnosis method using the knowledge of the expert operators to construct the
qualitative model of each part of the plant and comparing the real trends of sensors with those
from qualitative models. For the alarm processing together with fault diagnosis, the alarm
processing unit is designed, based on a cause-consequence tree technique in the knowledge
representation of alarms while, in alarm suppression, fired(occurred) time information together
with using the priority grading of plant-wise and system-wise alarms is used to find out the
causal alarm among the fired multiple alarms. And subsequently faulty components or
instruments is examined in more detailed manner in the fault diagnosis module. The combined
system is presented with the alarm processing and fault diagnosis modules. We construct the
qualitative model with the knowledge of the expert operators in which the trends of each sensor
of the plant is described as qualitative state trees.

Part 1 describes the development experience and their brief contents. Part 2 depicts the currently
developed alarm processing and diagnosis method.
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2. DEVELOPMENT EXPERIENCE

This section describes the development experience of the alarm processing, fault diagnosis, and
man-machine interface system which are performed in a teamwork with Korea advanced Institute
of science and Technology.

(a) A prototype expert system (ESAPD) for the multiple alarm processing and diagnosis has
been developed for the Kori-2 nuclear power plant (NPP). ESAPD is capable of assisting
the operator to identify a primary causal alarm among multiple fired alarms and to
diagnose the plant malfunction quickly.

The overall plant-wide diagnosis is performed at the alarm processing stage, and the
specific diagnosis for the primary causal alarm is performed at the alarm diagnosis stage.
The system can also provide the emergency actions and the follow-up treatments to the
operator.

The Knowledge base is partitioned into several knowledge units to handle many rules
effectively. Therefore, the inference engine can handle the knowledge-base efficiently,
and the knowledge units can be easily and simply updated and revised. The alarm
processing knowledge units are represented as the object-oriented concepts. Also, the
cause-consequence relations among alarms are represented as the alarm processing
frames. In this way, the development process and the management of the knowledge base
are to be simplified comparing with the traditional alarm processing methods. Based on
this prototyping and a better understanding of the development problems, we have been
planning to develop an on-line alarm processing system in connection with a plant
computer[l].

(b) By focusing attention on the importance of the operator's role for nuclear power
plant(NPPs). The On-Line Operator Aid system(OASYS) has been developed to support
the operator's decision-making process and to enhance the safety of NPPs by providing
operators with timely and proper guidelines according to a plant operation mode.

The OASYS with sufficient and consistent knowledge is expected to help operators and
reduce operator's cognitive burden with the following activities:

- Monitoring major parameters using graphics and colors at a normal operation
condition

- Identifying a malfunction state

- Providing the AOPs (Abnormal Operating Procedures) to recover the system
function and to prevent a reactor trip at an abnormal condition

Tracking dynamically the Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs) for safe shut-down
and prevention of radioactive material release [17].
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(c) An intelligent human-machine interface (HMI) has been developed to enhance the safety
and availability of NPPs by improving operational reliability. The key elements of the
proposed HMI are the Large Display Processors (LDPs), which present synopsis of the
plant status, and the compact, digital workstations for monitoring, control, and protection
functions. The workstation consists of four consoles: a dynamic alarm console (DAC), a
system information console(SIC), a computerized operating-procedure console (COC),
and a safety related information console (SRIC). The LDPs provide a spatially dedicated,
continuously viewable, integrated mimic presentation of the plant status and the compact,
computerized workstations enable a single operator to operate an NPP during a normal
state with the following features.

All operating information is displayed in Korean as much as possible to help the
operator's comprehension, considering his Korean culture. The configuration of the
workstations and the layout of the CRT displays were designed by focusing attention
on the importance of the operator's role for NPPs.

Alarm hierarchy was established on the basis of the physical and functional
importance of alarms to show the propagation of alarm impact from equipment level
to plant functional level through success paths. In addition, alarm information is
logically processed from generation to presentation.

- EOPs are electrically displayed and traced with skill and rule-based procedure steps
automated. During stressful conditions such as abnormal or emergency operation, the
related P&ID information is automatically provided on the SIC without time-
consuming information navigation by linking the SIC with the DAC and the
COC[18].

3. ARCHITECTURE OF APEXS

This section shows the recently developed method for alarm processing and diagnosis (APEXS).
This system must also be able to do on-line monitoring of the process states, analyze the existing
alarms, diagnose the fault, and inform the operator what to handle.

Figure 1 shows the simplified software configuration of APEXS with alarm processing and fault
diagnosis functions for steam power plants. APEXS consists of several parts. The preprocessing
unit gets all the occurred alarms and process signals from external systems such as process
control system or data acquisition systems. This process data are filtered and modified to the
conformable types of the database. The filtered signals are transmitted to the relational database
ORACLE, which manages many kinds of data, including instrument specifications, operator
supporting messages as well as all the alarm and sensor signals of the process control system.
Using the data from the database and the knowledge base, the inference engine of the alarm
processor searches cause alarm(s) among all the existing alarms. The data type of knowledge
base is the cause-consequence alarm trees for the target plant. In case of the causal alarm related
to the critical fault in the system, the fault diagnose starts to diagnose the faulty region using a
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qualitative model, which describes the behavior of plant parameters. If any faulty element or
cause is detected, its information would be reported through AIS. Also, as a graphic shell under
X window/MOTIF environment, AIS has basic ability of on-line monitoring for all process data.
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Figure 1: Simplified Software Configuration of APEXS

To have sufficient computing power, two SUN SPARC 10 workstations with high resolution
VGA monitor are used for APS and AIS, respectively. For the simulation of steam power plant,
we used two VME racks, compatibly equipped with Force CPU30 boards and data acquisition
boards, as a process control system. As a real-time OS for the process simulator and controller,
VxWorks is embedded on processor boards. The related data between the process control system
and APEXS are communicated through TCP/IP protocol on Ethernet cables.
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4. ALARM PROCESSING AND FAULT DIAGNOSIS

4.1 Alarm Processing System with Time Information

The objectives of an alarm processing system are to reduce the number of alarms presented, find
the cause alarm(s) and display suitable alarm messages. To detect the cause alarm(s), the
developed alarm processing system uses a knowledge base, in which the cause-consequence
alarm trees together with prioritized plant-wise alarms are stored. The knowledge base for alarm
processing is formed by operators' heuristic knowledge, the analysis of piping and
implementation (P&ID) and the understanding of plant structures. The cause alarm can be
searched by an inference engine with the pre-performance of the alarm processing meta-rules
which determines the execution procedures as shown in Table I. We executed all engineering
jobs for alarm processing in the NEXPERT object.

Considering multiple faults simultaneously occurred or incompatible types of knowledge, the
inference engine in NEXPERT object acquires the fired time information as well as the fired
alarms. The inference algorithm describes as below. In a cause-consequence alarm tree, if a
alarm has effect on the other one, we can call the alarm as priori alarm to the other one. Select
an alarm among all the occurred ones. Among all earlier alarms other than the selected one, if
there isn't any other priori alarm, then the selected one is considered as a cause alarm.

Table 1: Alarm Processing Meta Rules

there are descendant alarms against a selected alarm
remove the descendant alarm from the dynamic memory
there is a precedent alarm against a selected alarm
remove the selected alarm from the dynamic memory
there are both failure and nonfailure alarms
remove the nonfailure alarms from the dynamic memory
there are both plant-wide and system-wide alarms
remove the system-wide alarms from the dynamic memory
there is a group of plant state alarms
remove this group of alarms from the dynamic memory

4.2 Fault Diagnosis System

The developed fault diagnosis system was implemented by using a prescribed qualitative model
and an interpreter(QMI). QMI monitors noisy data and uses a qualitative model in order to
diagnose the system from observed dynamic output[5].

In this paper, we adopt a new QMI algorithm using cause alarms, which are obtained from APS
and the related plant dynamic data. We analyze the trend of sensor outputs which are related to a
given alarm and construct all the possible state-transition trees for the available faults. For trends
of two sensor outputs, an example of state-transition tree is shown in figure 2. In which, we
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classify the sensors into dominant sensors(P) and subdominant sensors(Q). If the value of a
dominant sensor goes over the set value of an alarm, then the alarm occurs. And we divide the
values of sensor outputs into three qualitative regions for dominant sensors(N: normal, H: high,
L: low) and two qualitative regions for subdominant sensors(A: normal+high, B: normal+low).
The possible state transitions are represented by arrows.

P: dominant sensor
0: subdominant sensor

Figure 2: A State-Transition Tree for Two Sensors

The qualitative interpreter determines the confidence that each reading of sensor outputs is
increasing, decreasing, or steady based upon the slope of a least squares line drawn through
recent data. These confidences are then used to provide an overall confidence in a qualitative
state suggested by the models. Given the confidences provided by the qualitative interpreter,
fault diagnosis unit compares the qualitative states of the power plant to the states proposed by
the state-transition trees.

Figure 3: The Flow Chart of Alarm Processing and Diagnosis
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When it matches a plant state to a qualitative state in a state-transition trees, it outputs the fault,
i.e. the cause of a given causal alarm, and traces the previous states of the plant behavior and
increases/decreases the certainty factor for the corresponding fault. The confidence in a
qualitative state is the minimum confidence of each sensor being in that state which follows the
standards of the fuzzy logic "min-max" operation. Figure 3 shows the flow chart of the
combined algorithm for alarm processing and diagnosis.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We showed the development experience and recent result of the combined method (APEXS) for
multi-alarm processing and diagnosis. Recent works show that the overload of the huge
annoying alarms in power plants can be relieved by an alarm processing expert system. In this
paper , in summary, when any multiple alarms are fired in order, APEXS detects the cause
alarm(s) through knowledge-based inference, and then presents the diagnosis report to the
operators.

With more knowledge base about the plant and some modification to real environment APEXS
will be able to adapt to a real steam power plant.
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